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This ultimate food drying resource has something for everyone: vegetarians, natural and raw food

enthusiasts, hunters, fishermen, gourmet cooks, gardeners, farmers, hikers, and even fast food

junkies. With more than thirty years of food drying experience, Mary T. Bell offers straightforward

and practical instructions for drying everything from yogurt to sauerkraut to blue cheese, without

ignoring traditional favorites such as jerky, mushrooms, and bananas. Throughout, Bell offers

nutritional tips and highlights the time-, space-, and money-saving benefits of food dehydrating. Also

included are descriptions of how various food dehydrators work to give readers a better

understanding of the tools of the craft. Food Drying with an Attitude gives readers the recipes,

instructions, and inspiration they need to get the most out of their home food dehydrators.
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I've been drying food all my life. My granny began teaching me at the ripe old age of 4. I finally gave

up the oven in favor of an electric dehydrator and saw this title was often purchased by others doing

the same. The title set a pretty high bar for itself and I purchased it more out of curiosity than

anything else.I thought I had the best recipes and methods out there and I have shelves of awards

to prove it. The book deals with the basics, much as I'd expected. The "attitude" soon follows. The

author is lighthearted and funny, informed and above all creative. The best part of this "how to

guide" isn't even the recipes or methods, but that it gets you thinking of your own extreme drying

ideas. She busts many of the drying myths that even experienced dryers have been taught to

believe. Well worth the modest price to beginners and experts alike.



Since I already have Mary Bell's "Complete Dehydrator Cookbook", which showed so much more

than I'd ever known before, the title of this book really got my attention. And the recipes!!!

YUMMY!!!! I packed several items when I had to make a trip to my specialist (3 hours each way)

and I saved money, ate delicious, nutritious foods and didn't have to do the "fast food" stops like

before. Will be doing more before I take a flight to see my family soon so I don't have to deal with

the expense and questionable nutritional value of airline food.Also, I have a very small apartment

and drying makes more sense than canning. For instance, 10 pounds of blueberries dried fill 2 quart

jars and 15 pounds of Bing cherries fill 2 and one half quarts, plus there is so little risk of spoilage.

It's so much fun and the dried foods can be used in so many fantastic ways. Try the Strawberry

Meringue cookies!!!This book is a fun, educational read and the pictures just makes one's mouth

water.

First I checked this out from the library and then I ordered it because there are great ideas and good

recipes. My only wish is that the book was a little bigger and/or had a little more volume to

it.Contains sections of fruit, jerky, and crafty dehydrator projects. Photos are good.

I do a lot with dehydrating,and what I like about this book is it encourages people to step outside the

box with dehydrating. I like that she encourages people to use the fruit that is less than great as it

will still make a great dried product. This was freeing for me since a lot of the apples in our yard are

bruised or less than perfect. It has also encouraged me to try preserving more of the food I might

not use and create a powder version to add into soups and stews. It is a fun way to think about

using and processing what we have.

I have bought and read many books on dehydrating over the years. The problem with most of them

is that they are very dry and fail to create in me an enthusiasm for the process of drying foods. Mary

T. Bell's book shows her extensive experience drying foods of all kinds, This is not a recipe book,

though it has quite a few jerky recipes, some of which I have already tried. What this book has, is a

very creative and fresh approach to a very old way of preserving. It has totally sparked my

excitement with dehydrating and I can't wait for summer and all the vegies and fruits I can

experiment with. I even bought one for a Christmas present and have recommended it to several

other dehydrating friends



I am new to dehydrating other than jerky and was very pleased with this book. It gives good ideas

and options for using your dehydrator. Also the recipes look good and fairly easy without using a lot

of oddball ingredients. I recommend it for anyone.

This was a great book for anyone even slightly interested in dehydrating their own food. Fantastic

full color pictures and simple recipes. It has me thinking so differently about preserving food.

Canning and freezing have their place, but can be less cost effective and in some cases not as

nutritional as dehydrating. I highly recommend this book!

KINDLE FIRE owners ALERT: The Kindle version of this book is NOT in color.  customer rep did not

have an answer as to why it was not in color. There is nothing in the description that alerts one to

this. Thus the pictures are virtually useless, since they're in greyscale.I'm new to the Food Drying

process (guess what I received for Christmas? yes, a dehydrator!) and for me, the book content is

excellent. I wish I could give it 5 stars. It is so handy to have the cookbook on the Kindle Fire, but it

isn't fair that  did not disclose this color problem. Hopefully at some future date they will correct this.

Meantime, either be aware before you purchase it for your Kindle Fire or consider buying the

paperback version which is a few pennies cheaper (as of this writing).
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